Henry James and Oscar Wilde have always been awkward bedfellows. For James, Wilde was a 'fatuous fool, a tenth-rate cad', though for Wilde, at least in one published review, 'no living English novelist can be named with James and [W.D.] Howells'. (27) Although they met on a few occasions, they kept their distance and, critically, we have tended to keep these two late nineteenth-century Aesthetic giants apart, to think either about James or Wilde, rather than both. Michèle Mendelssohn's recent study takes a fresh and detailed look at the pair and argues that their mutual influence is far greater than we have tended to allow. 'Although their association was often ambivalent,' she argues, 'Wilde and James 
social circles and friends; Irish-Protestant backgrounds; comparable sexual proclivities; a deep attraction to Aestheticism, Catholicism and the theatre; concern for commodity, visual and material culture; and a lifelong fascination with psychology. 
